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Water Patch Project – Grades 3-5  

 

Most of us drink clean water every day without really thinking 

about where our water comes from. Did you know these important 

facts about water? 

 The water on earth today is the same water that was on earth at 

the time of the dinosaurs more than 65 million years ago! 

 Although the earth is covered mostly by water (about 70%), only one percent (and 

shrinking) is drinkable.  

 Our brain is ninety-five percent water. If we don’t get the proper amount of water every 

day, our bodies become dehydrated and cannot function. 

 

A Patch Project on water can help you learn more about this important element and how the 

earth’s water supply can be protected and conserved. 

 

Water Study 

Follow these steps to complete a Patch Project: 

1) Select a QUESTION to investigate (“What happens if…?”) 

2) Identify the PURPOSE (the reason) for your project (“My purpose is to learn more 

about…”), and read books and use the internet to study more about your topic 

3) Make a HYPOTHESIS (a prediction) about the results (“I think this will happen…) 

4) Develop a PROCEDURE (an experiment) to test the hypothesis (“I am going to take these 

steps to test my prediction…”) 

5) Identify the MATERIALS you will need to conduct your experiment 

6) Show your RESULTS (what happened) by taking photos or making drawings to provide 

information about your experiment and the outcome 

7) Write down the steps you took while performing your experiment (“First I put water in 

both jars...” or “I used the internet to research how…”) and the results you obtained 

8) Make a chart, graph, or list of facts or statistics showing DATA to support your results 

9) Form a CONCLUSION (a summary of the outcome) to tell what the results mean and what 

you learned (“I learned that…”) 

10) Make a project display and experiment set-up to present at the Patch Project Days 

and Patch Science Fair  

11) Practice telling an audience about your project and what you learned! 
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Water Project Ideas 

Here are some ideas to get you thinking about the variety of water projects that can be 

done. However, please make an effort to think of a unique project. You are also encouraged 

to work with your child to identify a project that interests them! 

 Show how polluted water in a stream could negatively affect an entire food chain 

 Show how Minnesota’s lakes, the Great Lakes, and the Mississippi River are connected 
 Show how water travels through a plant, and investigate if warm or cold water is faster 

 Does boiling water remove all of the contaminants? 

 Use oil and water to demonstrate the dynamic nature of waves 

 Test the pH level of water from different sources and examine why they are different 

 Which uses more water, on average: a shower or a bath? 

 What are some ways to remove oil from water, such as in an oil spill? 

 

Example Project Plan for a Water Experiment – Water: Root of Life 

1) QUESTION: How does lack of water affect growing plants? 

2) PURPOSE: Understand how low-water situations affect the growth of some plants 
3) HYPOTHESIS: Most plants need adequate water to live, but some specialized plants can 

last a very long time without water 
4) PROCEDURE: 

Here are the steps I took: 
a. On day one, I watered all four plants using the same amount of water (3/4 cup) 
b. The next week, I watered one of the houseplants with ¾ cup water, one of the cacti 

with two tablespoons of water, and didn’t water the other houseplant nor the 
second cactus at all 

c. I continued this watering schedule for several weeks, recording my observations 
about what happened to each plant 

5) Record your DATA and make notes about your observations and any numbers or results 
6) MATERIALS: three potted plants, two of the same simple house plants and two cacti 
7) RESULTS: Both cacti looked about the same for more than a month without water. The 

houseplant I watered looked the same, but the other houseplant died! 
8) CONCLUSION: Most living plants require some amount of water to survive, but cacti are 

made to survive in dry conditions. The animals that are along the food chain of plants 

are also reliant on those plants to survive. 

Web Sites for Additional Water Project Ideas and Information 

 http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/index.html 

 http://www.geography4kids.com/files/water_intro.html 

 http://www.ecology.com/water/ 

 http://kids.earth.nasa.gov/water.htm 

 http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/water 

 http://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/marinebiology 

 http://www.ehow.com/info_7957653_science-water-projects.html 


